
Brian and Nat’s Loft

Share The Vision



How it Began

• Back in November 2006 I got off the 501 streetcar a stop early to check out 
the sales centre for Edge Lofts at 625 Queen St. E (one block West of 
Broadview).

• The original completion date was Fall ’07 and I had been planning on buying 
a place sometime in Spring ’08.  I’ve lived in Cabbagetown, Riverdale, 
Lesliville and The Danforth and knew this is the area I wanted to be and the 
timing seemed right.  

• I really like the community (and knew about various urban renewal projects), 
building (low-rise with no expensive amenities), access to King and Queen 
streetcars, developer, floor plan and price.  After seeing a few other 
developments in the area I wasn’t wowed or inspired so I quickly purchased 
the suite I liked at Edge Lofts.



What Turned Me On

• High 10’ ceilings

• Westward view overlooking the city

• Spacious bedroom

• One and a half bathrooms

• Open concept from living room to kitchen

• 830 sq. ft. suite w/80 sq. ft. balcony

• 387 sq. ft. private “green” rooftop garden w/water, gas and electrical hookups



The Design Process

• A bit overwhelmed, I eventually spoke with a great designer from Roomy 
Interiors.  We discussed my lifestyle, likes and dislikes to come up with a 
preliminary furniture layout and eventually an electrical plan for lighting that we 
later submitted to the developer.

• With my designer, we discussed upgrades and other features I’d like to 
incorporate.  She also joined me to view and select finishes and materials 
available from the developer that suit my tastes and budget.

• We didn’t select furniture, fixtures or colours, however, I do have a few 
considerations but nothing set in stone.

• The furniture layout you see was done pre-Nat so it assumes just myself living 
there.  I think we need to reconsider how the living room and den will be used 
and what to do with storage for clothes and shoes for two.



Floor Plan



Furniture Layout



Reflected Ceiling Plan



Overall Design Ideas

• Clean, uncluttered and stylish look is VERY important (but not necessarily minimalist).  I 
told the designer to think “Ocean’s Eleven” and “Catch Me if You Can” for style.  I love 
20’s art deco and quality mid-century (50s-70s) furniture.

• “Crap hidders” are key.  Wires and cords should be hidden.  I’ve planned to install 
speakers in the ceilings and walls of each room including the bathrooms.  Conduit is 
installed for these wires (and other wires) back to the front closet where I will be 
installing some A/V equipment.

• I’d like to use built-in shelves and cabinets where possible.

• I’d like to showcase my art, antiques and other pieces as much as possible.

• Floor is currently polished concrete (tiles in bathrooms) until I decide when/if to install 
hard wood.



Den Notes

• Style-wise I was thinking “Gentlemen’s Club”.  Because this is the room with 
the computer, I would be spending almost every waking moment here.  With 
Nat, this would no longer be the primarily lived in room.  No furniture was 
selected.  I like the shape and colour of this chair, see sample.

• Originally conceived as a reading room and place for me to watch TV and 
work on my iMac.

• I’d really like a built-in that could include a desk and shelf space for books 
and other items to display.  See furniture layout and conceptual diagram.

• I’m slowly growing a collection of industrial and technical antiques/artifact I 
collect from the places I visit.  I hope they could fit into this room easily



Den Notes



Kitchen Notes

• Style-wise I was thinking luxurious executive kitchen.

• I don’t know which I love more: cooking or eating.  Regardless, the Kitchen is 
THE most important room for me.  It’s no surprise this is the room where I spent 
the most on upgrades: in-lay gas stove, island, cabinets to the ceiling, glass tile 
back splash and even extended the entire kitchen from the original plan.

• The island and high cabinets should make excellent crap hidders.

• There is space to tuck seats in at the island w/lighting overhead to make it a 
great workspace as well.

• All appliances are stainless steal.  The black granite or marble counter top is less 
porous (than light colours) and doesn’t stain as easy.



Kitchen Notes

Selected finishes

Cabinets



Dining Room Notes

• No specific style yet.  The designer seemed to be suggesting a lot of Italian 
furniture styles.

• Again, an important room for entertaining.  I enjoy sit down dinner parties.

• Just yesterday I found an amazingly priced teak dining set (I love teak) but 
don’t know about the dimensions yet.

• I would love a chandelier or light fixture with some wow factor.  The designer 
included a concept for a pendant lighting chandelier.  I just discovered 
www.bocci.ca with some interesting Canadian designs.

• I’d like to find a buffet or bar for against the wall.  Maybe hang a large 
painting or mirror above it?



Living Room Notes

• No specific style yet.  I expect the floor to ceiling windows overlooking the city to be the main 
focus (probably for the dining room as well).

• Originally, I planned to use this for entertaining.  A sitting area for drinks and cocktails.  This will 
now be the primary living space for Nat and I.  I have a Noguchi table I’d like to use in this room.

• Again, I love built-ins.  The designer provided a conceptual diagram for a fire place.  This can be 
done using a clean burning fuel safe for indoors without ventilation. 

• The windows will be staggered in an almost art deco fashion with metal mullions.  See window 
pattern in the exterior drawings of the building.

• There will be two set of blinds that operate by switch.  One for privacy that will allow some light 
but wont block the view.  The other will be a “blackout” for complete darkness as I don’t want 
light to stray into the bedroom.



Living Room Notes



Bed Room Notes

• No specific style yet.

• The furniture layout shows a queen sized bed.  This will be somewhat high 
with deep storage drawers (crap hidders) underneath.

• The designer also provided a conceptual diagram for a wall unit.

• A chaise or chair for lounging in a sitting area.

• May need to reconsider how to best make the space Nat friendly and get her 
as much storage as possible.  May need to include a dresser.



Bedroom Notes



Closet and Ensuite Notes

• No specific style yet.

• To help get the most out of the space I upgraded to pocket doors leading into 
the ensuite.

• Nat-friendly closet organizer and bathroom lighting fixtures is a must.

• Cabinet in the ensuite matches the kitchen but with a light marble top.

• I’d like to integrate and hide a clothes steamer somehow.



Closet and Ensuite Notes



Art Notes

• I have a growing collection of art and other items that mean a lot to me.

• I call the wall down the centre of the loft “The Gallery”.  Here, I hope to 
display as much art as possible and maybe rotate some pieces.  There is a 
rail of lights along this wall.

• I just bought a 6’x3’ piece from one of my favourite artists to be a permanent 
installation at the entrance.  Underneath this I’ll mount a 7’ floating shelf that 
aligns with the left of the painting and juts out enough for us to place a vase, 
keys or other items when we enter.  I expect this piece to provide some 
serious wow factor.

• I’ve included an example of some of the art that we need to incorporate.



Art Notes


